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ABSTRACT

Bhelasamhiti is available only in one fragmentary
manuscript at Tanjavur, This has been published twice in 1921
and 1959. The recent critical edition by Literary Research Unit.
Tanjavur is improved in many respects. In the previous editions,
some correct readings of the original were substituted by other
readings due to lack of deep knowledge of iyurvedic ctassics.
Many incorrect readings were not corrected. Some portions were
omitted. In this edition all these are rectified. Some corrected
readinge were improved by better substitutes and missing
portions were supplemented from other classics.

It is well known to the scholars of Ayurveda and other related fields
that Bhela, one of the disciples of Atreya compiled his own treatise.
Only one manuscript of this treatise - Bhelasarnhita _ was found in the
Tanjore Maharaja Serf'oji's Saraswati Mahal Library. Tanjavur. This
was published in 1921 from Calcutta University and later in 1959 by
Chowk hamba Sanskrit Series Office. Varanasi.

Recently the Literary Research Unit at Tanjavur under Central
Council for Research in Indian Medicine and Homoeopathy has brought
out a critical edition of Bhelasamhita after studying the manuscript deeply
and comparing it with the published editions. The India Office Library,
London has a manuscript of Bhelasarphita but the catalogue mentions
that it is a copy of the manuscript in Tanjavur Library. Hence this
was not consulted in the preparation of the present edition.

The Calcutta edition was based on a copy of the manuscript copied
probably by a Sanskrit scholar who was not acquainted with i\yurveda.
The work was edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Anantakr sna siistri. who
was an eminent scholar of Advaita Vedanta and other darsanas but not
of i\yurveda. Evidently the editor appears to have made efforts to
correct only grammatical mistakes in the text. The lack of know-
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ledge. terminology and tradition of Ayurveda appears to have been
responsible in substituting the correct readings also. Some other mistakes
appear to have been the mistakes committed by the scribe who
copied the original manuscript. Some small portions of the text were
also omitted here and there.

Vaidya Girijadayal Shukla's edition appeared in 1959. Though
Shukla was a scholar of Ayurveda. he limited his study only to the
Calcutta edition and appears to have not made any efforts to peruse the
origina I manuscript. He only improved some readings with better subs-
titutes. The portions omitted from the original manuscript and also the
correct readings of the manuscript could not get any justice at the hands
of Shukla.

Some instances are given in this article to illustrate defects of diffe-
rent types in these two editions, This shows how the editing of manus-
cripts by incompetent persons without deep study of not only the book
but also of the subject. affects the text, subject and all other aspects.

In Gulmacikitsita chapter, one prescription. by name K~aragada
is mentioned. Its preparation is similar to Kalya\lakak~ara yoga.
This is found in A~tllligasaligraha also as a prescription mentioned by
Bhela. But this is erroneously edited in the two previous editions as
Ks araghr ta , a preparation of medicated ghee. This is corrected as
K~aragada.

The Kasachikitsita chapter is available in the manuscript upto the
Agastyarasayana. This yoga (prescription) abruptly ends with the list of
drugs and the Ia-ter portion which generally gives the effects of the medi-
cine is missmg. The next chapter available is sirorogacikitsita in which
the beginning portion is missing. It starts with the later portion of
lepa yoga (ointment) giving the uses and effects of the lepa yoga. In
the previous editions. the component drugs of Agastyarasayana and
the effects and uses of lepa yoga for salikha kasirassUla are joined
together to appear to deal with only one yoga for the head disease
called 3alikhaka ~irassula. In this edition these twe yogas are edited
separately The full yoga of Agastyarasayana from Caraka Sarphita
is also given in the footnote for reference and to substantiate the cor-
rection.
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Several correct readings have been changed in the previous editions
and they are corrected now. Some examples are given. In the 25th
verse in fourth chapter of Sutrasthana , gairika is edited as gaud sa. As
the context is the treatment of 8vitra, gairika is more appropriate.
Similarly in verse 30. avapj d a is edited as apatata but now the original
avapi da is restored. In the context of the treatment of kustha, the
word apatata does not make any sense. Avap ida, which means
murdhavirecana by kalka is more appropriate. Application of murr'ha ;
virecana is supported by statements in Susrutasamhita and A~!angahr-
daya where nasal insuffla tion is advised for kustha every three days.

In the 3rd verse in 6th chapter of Sutrasthana the original ver-
sion. tathapr apt al) samlrital). is presented as tathapr aptan sarni ritan.
The suppression of natural urge to pass stools, urine etc. causes
several diseases anti diminishes the life span and the same urges passed
with force and strain. though natural urge is not there, also cause some
diseases and decrease the life span. The change of words 10 nomi-
native case to accusative case is unwanted and gives no proper sense.
The original is the correct reading and hence is restored.

In 8th and 9th verses in 7th chapter of Sutrasthana rules are laid
down regarding sexual intercourse. Here also the fifth case words
are presented as second case words.

In origi rial text-

~Tt! ;;q~T~~ ~m::r'fr;;~H~fqI
!p:qr~~lfm ~ca-rQrf";€9fw't~l II

tronr~
Previous editions;

~h! ;:fCrum~GmT~l~fq I

q?~ ~llii ~Ti'?:TOf fwfwt ~r It
q~ ~ ........•.•.... ·..... •· •.•. 11

This means that one should have intercourse once III nine nights
during rainy season. in ten days during 8ar3t, in fifteen days during
winter. in seven days during autumn and in a fortnight during spring.
The change of fifth case to the second case of the word day or night
changes the meaning and conveys that one should have coitus for nine
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days during rainy season, for ten days in winter, for seven days in

autumn and for a fortnight in spring.

The original version arogyaya ca sarvad a edited as arogyam na
ca sarvada. sutra 8-10) has changed the meaning opposite to the original.
Hence original is restored.

The change of vamksa na as ta tksanam is also not appropriate
[stltra 10-1 i).

In 'artha ityaha hr dayarn ' artha is replaced
is a synonym of hrdaya here but not urddhva
(sutra 20_1).

Sa sattvairupahanyate is a reading [nidana 8-13) in the earlier
editions, whereas the original text has the reading na sattvairupahanyate,
The context is the diagnosis of apasrnara, The reading in earlier editions
states that the patient of apasmara is attacked by evil spirits which is
not correct. In other classics also mention is made that apasmara
pat ients are not attacked by evil spirits. The original reading which
is restored also means he is not attacked by evil spirits.

Thc change of -na ca na' to 'kacana' also changed the meaning in
the verse in sar J ra 2-73. The original statement that no man or woman
is sterile by birth is changed to mean that no woman is sterile by birth.
which is not ap propr iatc since in Bbelasamhita itself it is stated that
no man or woman is sterile by birth in surra 16-4.

Tn a prescription for raktarsas one drug is mentioned as vataghn].
which does net ind ica t e any specific drug. This is replaced by dhatakj
which is the original reading. (Ci. 16-37)

"EJa ca pippali mulam .... " is in a prescription ayoraj iya, pala is
replaced by ela. This prescription is found in Gad anigraha with pala
reading only, which is restored. (Ci, 17-34)

The treatment of k r mihr droga is same as that of persons with
worrnvinfevted storna ch. -Kr mikostninam- of original is corrected as
Kr imikus thinam which means that the treatment should be the same as
that of infested ku s tha which is not correct. Hence the original reading
is given. (Ci. 19-23)

There urc sever a! i.istances of readings which require correction.
These have not b .en attempted to by the previous editors. Some exam-
ples are given below.

by nrdhvam.
hence artha

Artha
stands
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There is a verse prescribing sodhana treatment (evacuation) for a
patient of kustha , (SO 4.30).

"It is prescribed to administer nasal insufflation every three days,
vomi-ting in a fortnight, month (?) and blood letting after the completion
of one ayana (six months)". In other classics, purgation once in a
month is also advised which is missing in this verse. Further the word
month is there without any related reference. To avoid the ambiguity
of the word month and to in-ert the necessary information on purgation,
the original reading ayane ca pi sarnpur ne is corrected as recayedayane
piirne which adds to the meaning that purgation should be done every
month.

In the 6th verse of chapter 6 of sutra it is found that 'by retaining
forcibly the urge; of k s avathu udgar a and kasa headache is caused'.
Though the sense of the sentence is not wrong, there' is repe t ition and
omission when the earlier and later portions are read.. In the beginning
cert iin natural urges are prohibited from retention and then t he bad
effects of retaining them are given. Retention of k asa is not mentioned
but that of nidri (sle~p) is found. If the original reading
kasa. is replaced by nidra then all the urges mentioned earlier stand
covered. Further the effects of retention of kasa are given at the end
of the chapter. In view of these the word kasa is replaced by nidr a.

A statement in the original reading "under-dose of sodhana medi;
cine destroys the life of human beings" is changed to mean over dose
of medicine etc. by substituting ati in place of hlna (Su 14-5).

The text has been compared with earlier printed editions and
attempts are made to substitute more appropriate readings wherever
required based on the content and subject and other samhitas.

The first available verse (SO Chapter 4-4) has one word -radhuka:
in original, which is corrected as tutthaka in previous editions. The
prescription is suggested for oral and external administration in ku s tha.
Tuthaka is not advised to be included in its raw form for oral therapy
and hence -radhuka ' is corrected as madhuka (liquorice root) which is
very similar in script to the word radhuka,
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The patient of leucoderma is advised (SU 4_8) to be allowed to

stand in a place devoid of sun. Here in a place devoid of sun
(niratape ) is added in previous editions, as In original the word is
missing. In continuation it is said that the patient should betaken
to a place of shadow (chayayam upavesayet], If he is already in
shadow taking him to a place of shadow does not arise. So the word
-niratape' is corrected as 'cainamatape' meaning -he should be allowed
to stand in the sun'. This has support in Caraka Sarnhita (Ci 7-263)
where a Svitra patient is advised to stand in the sun according to the
pa t ien ts strength.

The names of fever, manifested in different animals as well as
inanimate objects are given in SU XllI-12. The name of the fever in
elephants is written as phalana and in previous editions it is corrected as
palana. This is incorrect. The fever of elephants is mentioned as
pakala in other books. Hence the correction -pakala '.

In su XXV -7. certain people are advised not to be treated with
sodhana (evacuation procedures). One letter is missing in the verse
in the original and the addition of 'tu' by the earlier editors gives the
meaning as follows: 'evacuatory procedures are to be applied for per;
sons weakened by exposure to wind. and sun etc.' But in fact fOT these
pers ons application of evacuatory procedures 'is prohibited. In view
of this -na' is substituted for 'tu' meaning that to such persons samso_
dhana procedures are not to be applied for.

(Ni. III -5) In the places of occurence of gulma, one word
.vaksau- is in original. The word is not correct grammatically; to mean
-in the chest' it should have been 'vak~asi'. This is corrected earlier as
'vik~epat' meaning 'by exertion'. This has no sense here. This is cor.,
rected as -kuk sau' meaning 'in the abdomen'; abdomen is also mentioned
as a place where gulma occurs.

Wherever the text is felt incomplete. attempts have been made to
furnish the required subject matter from other samhitas or by editor'.
words under footnote.

Some of the recipes which have been mentioned by name only
with no detatils have been compiled from other standard samhitas and
furnished in the footnote.
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Portions not found in the manuscript but quoted by
and others under the authority of Bhelacarya, have been
presented under the footnote at relevant places.

Sodhalacarya
compiled and

There are some portions appearing to be dealing with some specific
subject but which are not conveying any correct sense. These are given
in the text as they are, with relevant portions of other samhitas as foot-
notes.

The relevant portions with more illustrative texts from various
standard samhitas have also been quoted wherever felt necessary for
comparison.

For the convenience of the readers. editors have supplemented the
work with necessary headings and numbers indicating the chapters at
the be ginning.

Erroneous readings found in the manuscript have been rectified by
suggesting apt readings; and such erroneous readings as found in the
manuscript have been furnished under the foot note for the sake of
maintenance of the text of original manuscript.

Some passages not available in the manuscript but quoted by
different individuals as from Bhelacarya's work with no mention of
context where they occur, are given at the end of introduction.
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~~ ifi ;;ci'R ~~"{lJT q'~ ~'ii fe:a{VlT

~ 0 ~t.am:. a:m-. Wlt fflrT fif· U'fRR

.q.~~f~T cf~T<: ~ ~'fi'~fusCi' qTlr~f~fq- ~ ~q It ~q';;;r<i~ ~ I lJ<t;. Z ~ ':( Z arT~

~~~~ it ~~ 5fCf,rfl!'Rffifi<rT~ ~ I mf~ (<:fCfiar,!~err;; ~'flr{, <:f\ifR ~ <fCfA<'fJf

Ulfrem'll'fl ~~Uf it ~lJ'flT 'flr:fiT ~~ Ci''fl qf<:1S'fiT~g3fT ~ I ~lJifi 'lcfCf<'fr ~f'fi'<:Uf it

~ 1f.~ ar~cf~ ~f~clTar) ~ <T~irnH ~ ar~TCf ~ 'flT<:Ufarl1l;[~q U ~~<'f ~TlTil ~

f;A''fi'T ~ 5f'fiT~:Ufqf<:1SifiT<:~r f'fllIT lTlIT ~ I ~£9 it ~~qTO ~r ~<: ~ ~ I

5ff¥ 3fT<'?rcr'lTcJf'fi'~t'fl'or it ~<f lJ~T ,!f<:<rl 'flT arf~'fl \3'11'!'f<'f q'lfT<:fr G.TU m
~~r IT<rT ~ <'f<lT \ifT ~<=I"llcr 3{lIT ~<!lT~ ~ \3'<f~r ar;:!T ~f~m3fi U' ~lJlt

urm ifIU ~ I


